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Abstract. This work focuses on the evaluation of the probability of percolation of polypropylene fibers
(PPF) in creating a permeable network within heated concreted due to temperature induced degradation
of fibers. Therefore, the intrinsic permeability supply of heated concrete containing PPF is accordingly
estimated by a homogenization technique applied to the 3D heterogeneous microstructure.

1. INTRODUCTION
It is well established now that adding polypropylene fibers (PPF) to HPC and UHPC may reduce
spalling occurrence during fire [1, 2]. In several experimental studies [3, 4], it has been observed a
significant increase of permeability, in the temperature interval from 150 ◦ C to 250 ◦ C, of heated concrete
containing PPF. This sharp increase contrasts with a more progressive increase, with temperature, of
permeability of concrete not containing PPF. It is worth noting that permeability increase leads to a
reduction of internal pore pressures; either gas pressure in dried zones or liquid pressure in full saturated
zones (due to water clog). Indeed, low gas pressures have been measured when PPF are added [2].
The increase of permeability of heated concrete is assumed to be a key parameter of PPF
performance to reduce spalling risk [1, 2]. Nevertheless, there is no consensus on mechanisms which
lead to the increase of permeability. A first plausible mechanism [5] is that PPF weaken the cement
paste which favors the early occurrence of a connected network of cracks. These latter could initiate
at either aggregates or fibers and thus connect paste-aggregate transitional zones with endemic high
porosity. A second plausible mechanism relates the increase of permeability to the additional connected
voids induced by PPF transformation that starts when temperature exceeds a threshold value above the
melting point (around 160 ◦ C) up to the full degradation of PPF (around 300 ◦ C). Fiber degradation
releases fiber beds (within cement paste) that percolate and thus create additional porous network.
Probably, both mechanisms co-exist and the challenge is to evaluate quantitatively their relative
contributions. In this work, the second mechanism, discussed above, is considered. The aim is to
estimate permeability increase based on a limited set of input data: fiber content, fiber slenderness and
temperature interval of fiber activation (ranging from melting to degradation points) appear to be three
influent factors that may be used as design parameters of PPF-concrete.
For this purpose, a numerical model is developed in order to estimate, during heating, permeability
evolution of concretes containing PPF. The estimation method is based on the analysis of percolation of
clusters of fibers randomly generated in the material. The analysis (either 2D or 3D) accounts for the
heterogeneity of the material, that is, fibers are randomly generated within the cement paste which fills
space between aggregates themselves randomly generated according to their gradation. Accordingly, an
existing thermo-hygral finite element model [6] is extended to take into account explicitly effects of PPF
on heat and mass transfer in heated concrete.
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Figure 1. Schematic of Voigt (a) and Reuss (b) mass transfer mechanisms.

In this work, some experimental results, available in the literature, are investigated using the
developed cluster percolation model. On one hand, experimentally measured permeability evolutions
are compared to estimated ones. On the other hand, different PPF additions are evaluated in relation
to the theoretical threshold content (that ensures network percolation of PPF) and their efficiency in
limiting or not spalling.
2. PERMEABILITY OF HEATED PPF-CONCRETE
The permeability tensor Kf c of concrete containing PPF is determined from micromechanical
consideration using the upper and lower estimation bounds of Voigt KVf c and Reuss KRfc :


Kf c = pf KVf c + 1 − pf KRfc
(1)


where pf cf , f is the probability of percolation of the space released by the network of PPF beds due
to thermal degradation of PPF. This probability is considered to depend on the volume fraction cf and
the aspect ratio (slenderness) f of the considered fiber, with:
f =

Lf
df

(2)

where Lf and df are, respectively, its large and small characteristic dimensions.
The Voigt model (Fig. 1a) corresponds to the situation in which fibers have totally percolate (pf = 1)
allowing for separate tranfer within the percolated network. In this case, the permeability tensor
writes [7]:


KVf c = cf Kf + 1 − cf Kc .
(3)
The Reuss model (Fig. 1b) corresponds to the case where the medium alternates mass tranfer within the
porous matrix and the fibers network:

 −1 −1

KRfc = cf K−1
+
1
−
c
.
(4)
f Kc
f
In both cases, Kc is the istropic permeability tensor of the porous matrix:
Kc = K (T ) 

(5)

where  is the second order unit tensor and K(T ) is the temperature dependent intrisic permability given
phenomenologically by [8]:
K (T ) = K0 · 10AT (T −T0 )
K0 being the initial permeability at the reference temperature T0 .
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With regard to additional permeability due PPF addition, it is assumed that temperature induced
degradation of PPF leads to a directional Poiseuille transport of fluids along each fiber bed. Considering
cylindrical fibers with diameter df , the directional permeability reads:
Kf (T ) =

df2

hf (T )
32
which allows to expression the tensor of anisotropic permeability due to fiber as:
Kf = Kf (T )

Nf


n (i) ⊗ n (i)

(7)

(8)

i=1

where Nf is the number of fibers, n (i) the unit vector giving the orientation of a fiber i and ⊗ stands for
the tensor product.
f
Furthermore, the function hf (T ) in equation (7) ranges from zero at the melting temperature T0 to
f
one at the temperature T1 of full degradation of the PPF. This means that the permeability supply due to
PPF degradation is assumed to be progressive since it is observed [5] a progressive release of PPF beds
during heating. Fore sake of simplicity a linear evolution of is considered is this work. The temperature
f
f
interval (T0 , T1 ) is called the thermal activation interval of the fiber and is considered as the third input
in the proposed model. It is worth noting that one aim of this work is to limit the set of input data to fit
as much as possible some accessible design parameters of PPF-concrete.
3. PERCOLATION PROBABILITY OF PPF NETWORK
In equation (1), there is a need to evaluate the probability of percolation pf of the network of voids
released by fiber beds within the cement paste matrix. This is performed thanks to a developed numerical
model based on a statistical cluster sampling approach. This later consists of generating a cluster of Ne
f
elements, each element contains Ne fibers that are randomly generated within a simulation cell that has
a size Le larger than fiber length Lf in order to fulfill the requirement Lf  Le of scale separation
[7]. Some preliminary simulations are performed by varying the ratio Le /Lf up to attain an asymptotic
value of pf which allows to identify the minimum value of Le /Lf that makes the value of pf objective.
The random generation of fibers within each cluster-element is based on given probability density
f
f f
f
f
functions (PDF) for the coordinates (x0 , y0 , z 0 ) of fiber centroid and the angles (0 , 0 ) of orientation
f
of the fiber. No correlation is assumed, neither spatial for a given geometric parameter •0 nor between
these geometric parameters.
f
For each cluster-element randomly generated for a fixed Ne , an analysis is performed of the
existence or not of a connected path, belonging to fibers and which crosses the simulation cell form
one side to the opposite side. This analysis is based on the algorithm proposed by Vieillard-Baron [11].
It consists of analyzing the overlapping (or at the limit the contact) between fibers based on an ad hoc
criterion. For this aim, cylindrical fibers are represented by equivalent ellipsoids for which such an
overlapping criterion exists [9, 10]. Figure 2 illustrates the identification process of connected paths (in
red) up to percolation from one side to the opposite side of a simulation unit-cell containing randomly
generated fibers (ellipses in 2D and ellipsoids en 3D).
If a percolated path is detected then the cluster-element is added to the set of Nec cluster-elements
exhibiting percolation. Therefore, the probability of percolation is statistically obtained by:

 Nc
pf cf , f = e ·
Ne

(9)

In equation (9), cf is the effective volume fraction, that is, the volume fraction that account for the
overlapping of randomly generated fibers. The common volume between several overlapping fibers gets
to count once when determining the effective volume fraction of fibers.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the percolation algorithm in 2D.

Figure 3. Percolation probability in 2D (a) and in 3D (b): discrete versus fitted.

Finally, the discrete values of pf corresponding to a set of values of cf for a fixed f are fitted using
a cumulative distribution function (CDF) assumed to correspond to a log-normal density [13]:

  

ln cf − 
1
pf ≈
1 + erf
(10)
√
2
 2
where  is the mean and  the standard deviation.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate results obtained by the developed numerical tool in 2D/3D configurations
with Ne = 500 and some selected aspect ratios of fibers: f = 1, 3, 5, 10 in 2D and f = 1, 2, 4, 10.
Figure 3 shows numerical discrete values of pf according to Eq. (9) versus the analytical fitting function
of Eq. (10). Figure 4 show a good agreement of the developed tool with results obtain in [9, 10].
4. AGGREGATES INDUCED HETEROGENEITY
The developed algorithm developed in the previous section is extended to take into account of the
material (concrete) heterogeneity due to aggregates. The analysis is limited to coarse aggregates that
have diameters larger than 5 mm. Therefore, fine aggregates and cement paste are considered to form
the matrix within which PPFs are randomly generated. That is, PPF are not allowed to overlap with
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Figure 4. Percolation probability: confrontation with Yi & al results [9, 10] in 2D (a) and 3D (b).

Figure 5. Idealized microstructure of a PPF-concrete: in 2D (a) and in 3D (b).

already generated aggregates. These later are represented (idealized) by circles (2D) or spheres (3D)
with a set of diameters corresponding to sieve openings used for determining aggregate grading. For
each class of diameter a volume fraction is identified in order to determine the number of idealized
aggregates belonging to this class.
Figure 5 represents an illustration of 2D/3D idealized microstructures of concrete containing PPF
which have been generated in order to estimate the probability of percolation pf of the PPF network in
the heterogeneous case.
5. PARAMETRIC STUDY
In the developed cluster base model of percolation, the cylindrical PPF is represented by equivalent
ellipsoid of revolution in order to use an existing analytical criterion of overlapping between fibers.
In this section, a parametric study is performed with regard to the repercussion of the choice of the
equivalence criterion on the estimated pf (cf , f ). The following four criteria of equivalent between a
cylinder and an ellipsoid are adopted:
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Equivalence criterion 1 (EC1): Lf e = Lf c and df e = df c which leads to f e = f c and
to an increase of the number of fibers Nf .
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Figure 6. Estimated pf versus cf : homogeneous (a) and heterogeneous (b) cases.

Figure 7. Evolution of critical concentration cfc of PPF with fiber slenderness.

 
 
 
   
 
• Equivalence criterion 2 (EC2): Vf e = Vf c , Lf e = f Lf c and df e = f df c which leads
 
 
to f e = f c .
 
 
   
 
 
• Equivalence criterion 3 (EC3): Vf e = Vf c , Lf e = Lf c and df e = f df c which leads to
 
 
f e = f−1 f c .
 
 
   
 
 
• Equivalence criterion 4 (EC4): S̄f e = S̄f c , Lf e = Lf c and df e = f df c which leads to
 
 
f e = f c .
where (•)c refers to a quantifiy characterizing the original cylindrical fiber while (•)e refers to the
quantity corresponding the equivalent ellipsoid. Moreover, Vf is the volume

 fiber

of the
 and S̄f its
specific surface. The coefficient f is identified from the requirement Vf e = Vf c or S̄f e = S̄f c
 
 
for the considered EC. Note that if for EC4 one adopts Lf e = f Lf c than f will have values
almost equal to that of EC2.
Five aspect ratios f are considered: 50, 150, 300, 600 and 1000 which covers used PPF in some
works found in the literature [3, 4, 12]. Figure 7 gives the estimated pf (cf , f ) in both homogeneous
and heterogeneous (3D) cases for analyzed PPF-concretes.
With regard to the choice of equivalence criterion, similar estimations are obtained, on one hand, by
EC1 and EC2 and, on the other hand, by EC3 and EC4. The first family of EC gives an upper bound
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Table 1. Spalling occurrence for different concrete mixes versus PPF-critical-content.

Ref.
[3]
[4]
[12]
[12]
[12]
[12]
[12]

Type Lf ( mm ) df (m)
M-F
6
18
M-F
12
18
M-F
18
18
M-F
18
18
M-F
18
18
S-F
6
50
F
19
50

f (−) PPF-mc (kg · m−3 ) PPF-cc (kg · m−3 )
333
1.5
1.160
667
2.0
0.574
1000
0.0
0.377
1000
0.9
0.377
1000
1.2
0.377
120
1.5
4.500
380
1.5
1.000

Spalling occurrence
Not reported
No
Up to 6 cm depth
No
No
Up to 6 cm depth
Less than 1 cm depth

while the second one gives a lower bound of the estimated fiber concentration cf for a given target value
pf of the probability of percolation of the PPF network.
Moreover, the homogeneous estimation appears, with respect to heterogeneous case, to overestimate
the PPF concentration which is needed to achieve a target value of probability of percolation. In other
words, the homogeneous case is conservative for estimating PPF content for concrete mix design.
A critical PPF concentration cfc can therefore be introduced for design of concrete mix containing
PPF: the concrete mix should have a PPF content larger than the critical value. The critical concentration
may be defined, for instance, as the minimal value of cf that achieves pf (cfc = min(cf ), f ) = 1.
Figure 7 gives the evolution of this critical PPF concentration cfc with the slenderness of the fiber for the
considered PPF-concrete mixes.

6. PPF-CONTENT VERSUS SPALLING
In this section, the PPF-critical-content (PPF-cc), obtained from cfc as the critical mass of PPF per
unit volume of concrete, is compared to the PPF-mix-content (PPF-mc) of some PPF-concrete mixes
available in the literature. For some of these concretes, spalling occurrence or not has been reported. The
available data and the comparison are reported in table 1 in which three types of PPF are considered:
monofilament (M-F), semi-fibrillated (S-F) and fibrillated (F).
This table shows that no spalling is reported when PPF-mc is too much larger than the estimated
PPF-cc, this later being the threshold at which a probably full percolation of the PPF network is achieved.
Conversely, in the case where PPF-mc is zero or too much smaller (see case 6 in the table with S-F PPF)
than the PPF-cc a severe occurrence of spalling is observed. Finally, a slight spalling is reported when
PPF-cc and PPF-mc have close values.

7. CONCLUSION
In this work, effect of PPF on heated concrete are investigated based on an explicit representation of
the microstructure of concrete containing PPF. The performance of PPF addition is assessed through
the evaluation of the probability of percolation of their network. This probability is then introduced as a
key parameter for estimating the supply of permeability of heated PPF-concrete due to fiber degradation
with temperature. Moreover, the probability of percolation has lead to the identification of a critical
value of PPF concentration that achieves full percolation of fibers. When the PPF concentration is much
larger, respectively, lower than this critical threshold value then no, respectively, a significant spalling is
reported on some tested concrete mixes. This suggests that the critical PPF-content may be adopted as
a primary design parameter for PPF-concrete mixes.
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